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Goal:  Smartphones should help to track contacts of Covid-19 infected persons. 
Contact Tracing Apps 
• Current approach:  
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 extremely time consuming 
 contact information often incomplete 
and inaccurate 
 extremely personnel-intensive 
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Central vs. Decentral -- Where and who is irrelevant, what matters is how close 
and how long 
 
Pan European Privacy Preserving Proximity 
Tracing (Pepp-PT) 
 
• A central server - an all-knowing authority -- stores  
all contacts 
• Based on Bluetooth Low Energy 
• Goal: One technology as a basis, many national 
apps. 
 
--  A centralized approach may invite to misuse 
-- With this information it would be possible to create a 
social graph. 
 
+ Changes to the infection risk calculation can be 
quickly implemented on a central server 
 
Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Proximity 
Tracing (DP-3T) 
 
• Open Source - https://github.com/DP-3T 
• Decentralized system -- personal data and 
calculations are stored on the phone 
• Based on Bluetooth Low Energy 
 
 
-- All users get the IDs of the infected persons - are 
temporary IDs personal data?  
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https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/tree/master/public_engagement/cartoon 
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Exposure Notification Framework 
• Developed by Apple and Google 
 
• The API is available exclusively to registered  
   government health authorities  (one app per country) 
 
• Enables the sending and receiving of temporary IDs via BLE 
 
• Elimination of technical problems:  
 both systems were not designed to perform continuous Bluetooth scans  
 ensuring the interoperability of iOS and Android  
 
• Highest priority: privacy, control for the user & battery-saving 
 records no GPS data 
 user must explicitly agree to the terms of use and can deactivate the 
function at any time  
 
• Removing the interface as soon as it is no longer needed 
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Exposure Notification Framework - Configuration Parameters 
• Parameters to calculate a risk for each exposure incident (adjustable by health authorities): 
 
 Transmission Risk: reflect the status of infection in the affected user and its effect on risk of     
   transmission; defined in the smartphone app 
 Duration:   the duration of the Bluetooth contact  
 Days:   the time that has passed since the patient's mobile phone had its last Bluetooth  
   contact with the mobile phone of the person to be warned 
 Attenuation:  the strength of the Bluetooth signal (in dBm)  
 
 
• Corona-Warn-App: 80% correct and 20% incorrect reports  
 
Formula used to calculate the Exposure Risk Value - totalRiskScore  
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Corona-Warn-App 
• Germany’s official Exposure Notification App (www.coronawarn.app) 
• Developed by SAP and Deutsche Telekom 
 
 
• Open source software on Github (https://github.com/corona-warn-app) 
• Apache 2.0 license – Standard SAP Open Source Lizenz 
• 17.8 Mio downloads (01.09.2020) 
 
 
• 20 € Mio development costs 
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Corona-Warn-App 
„Ich war froh, dass wir mit der App nichts zu tun hatten,  
weil wir dann auch nichts falsch machen können.“ 
                                                                       - SAP-Employee - 
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Two Companies - One Mission: SAP & Deutsche Telekom 
• Processes are much more efficient  
 “Normalerweise dauert das schon noch etwas länger.” (SAP) 
 
• Benefit Home Office  --  „alle im selben Internetbüro“ (SAP) 
 no noticable company or team boundaries 
 
• Open Source Culture: 
 SAP already has experience with open source development (development & contributor) 
 SAP Open Source Office provided a “Rahmenwerk” (Issuetemplates, Code of Conduct, etc.) 
 all repositories public on GitHub 
 
• Use information from the software development process (repositories) 
• and analyse the code at different stages to find possible security weak points 
 
t 
Security Audit for Contact Tracing Apps 
The Idea 
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Static Analysis 
• Checking program code for errors or bugs without executing it 
 Not testing! 
• Different types: 
 Linter 
 Formatting, Code complexity, ... 
 Coding rules 
 Bug detection, code metrics, code duplicates, performance checks 
 Formal verification 
 Taint analysis 
 Perform a data-flow analysis 
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release 
Introduced bug  
‘CWE-561 – Dead code’,  
‘CWE-570 – expression is always false’ 
detected by SonarQube Scanner. 
Code commits of all cwa-repositories 
Security Audit of the Corona-Warn-App 
Example 
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• SC: Provide provenance information as indicator for possible analysis points 
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Security Audit of the Corona-Warn-App 
Repository Mining 
Corona Warn App 
Repository Mining 
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„Are changes from external contributors 
possibly more insecure?“ 
Files      
Contributors 
external members     
internal members  
Corona Warn App 
Code Analysis 











• Future work: 
 Automation of the code analysis pipeline 
 Addition of code change metrics from code diff graphs 
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SE Wiki 
Code Review Tools 
• We created an overview page with code review  
tools in the SE wiki 
• One component of a Secure Software  
Development Lifecycle 
• We plan to provide more information about  





Overview Page: https://wiki.dlr.de/display/SoftwareEngineering/Code+Review 
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BACKUP 
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